Abstract
Introduction
Automatic test cases generation technique can not only reduce the time of the test cases generation, but also can reduce the test cost, shorten the software development cycle, so it is been a widely research problem [1] . A data generation technique is an algorithm that generates test cases, whereas an adequacy criterion is a predicate that determines whether the testing process is finished. Several test data adequacy criteria have been proposed, such as control flow criteria and data flow criteria. One of the major difficulties in software testing is the automatic generation of test data that satisfy a given adequacy criterion.
Lin Wan [2] , Baowen Xu [3] , ALSHRAIDEH M [4] put forward their own self test cases automatically generate algorithm successively in view of the control flow of test coverage criteria. Because of test coverage criteria based on the data flow has higher test adequacy and more able to detect the hidden mistakes and defects in software better. Therefore, many scholars proposed kinds of automatic test case generation approaches in view of the data flow test coverage criteria [5] . Which using Genetic Algorithm to implement automatic test case generation technology is one of the commonly used simple and efficient methods [6] .
Nowadays, many scholars proposed respective method using genetic algorithm in view of the test cases automatically generation. Such as Moheb R.Girgis [7] put forward technology which is based on the guidance structure for automatic generation of test data, the method uses Genetic Algorithm (GA), structural analysis to the data flow, satisfying the requirement of the certain coverage of test cases. Ahmed S. Ghiduk [8] put forward a kind of automatic test cases generation technique based on genetic algorithm, which enhance test cases on the basis of certain data flow coverage criterion for achieving a higher coverage and test adequacy. But, the inherent some defects in the single population Genetic Algorithm (such as premature convergence, easy to fall into local optimum, algorithm search efficiency low lately) as well as the reasonable evaluation function design and consider not comprehensive enough, which restricting its use in the automatic test cases generation technique development inevitably.
In this paper, firstly, introducing the concept of multi-population, which enhancing the search ability and improving the search efficiency on the basis of improvement of the predecessors Genetic Algorithm in allusion to the above mentioned deficiencies. Secondly, with the adaptive design of fitness function, the evaluation method avoids the phenomenon of the premature and local optimum in Genetic Algorithm. Finally, we design a parallel genetic algorithm based on multi-population, the algorithm has high execution efficiency and coverage for the test cases generated automatically on the premise of meet the data flow coverage criteria, the set of test cases obtained by the algorithm is more ideal, reducing the time of software test and the test cost, shorten the software release time.
Data Flow Test Coverage Criteria
This paper presents a method for automatic test data generation that uses a genetic algorithm, which is guided by the data flow dependencies in the program. In the individual fitness evaluation function structure, data flow coverage criterion plays an important role to search for test data. [Weyuker, 8] has carried on the detailed analysis to the include relations between all kinds of data flow coverage criteria. [Mathur A P, 9] shows that under the most of data flow coverage criterions such as ALL EDGES, ALL NODES, the test data can't test the program enough and can't fully exposes code defects through experimental analysis. Therefore, this paper adopts the ALL-DU-PATHS coverage with high requirements of rule as our test adequacy criteria to generate test data.
Figure 1. Data Flow Graph for a Program
Data flow graph (DFG) can be represented by a directed graph G (N, E) with a set of nodes and a set of edges. N is the set of nodes which represents a group of consecutive statements include the start node and the end node, which together constitute a basic block. E is the set of edges of the graph are then possible transfers of control flow between the nodes. A path is a finite sequence of nodes connected by edges. Considered the variables x in data flow graph G as shown in Figure 1 , x is defined in the node 1 and In order to further improve the global search ability of genetic algorithm, the improved methods emerge in endlessly, in which multi-population genetic algorithm is presented in recent years, as a kind of improved genetic algorithm has good performance of the method, and has produced many model of genetic algorithm based on multi-population [10] [11] [12] 16] . On the one hand, the multi-population model can avoid a fitness larger individual quickly spread resulted in missing some key information and search premature convergence before the global optimal solution are found, which can't get the ideal optimal solution set; On the other hand, the multi-population model can improve the quality of the solutions and improve the evolution speed of genetic algorithm.
This paper makes use of the framework of multi-population parallel evolutionary, different populations are given different control for achieving the goal of different search finally. Will more child populations instead of the original single-population in the feasible solution domain to search, and each child population respectively parallel evolution, consequently, designed a kind of parallel population model. The model is shown in Figure2:
Figure 2. Parallel Multi-Population Model
In this model, there are three populations, a main population and two child populations. Two child populations are independent in the process of evolution, and doesn't exchange information between each other, only provide the best individual evolution to the main population to replace the worst individual in each generation. The independence of main population between two populations each other is embodied in their respective evolution and genetic operation is not affected. The main population is random initialization, and the initialization method of two child population is one of the random and another child population is determined by the negation of the previous child population via finite invert. The two child populations are realized complementary, so that can reach the goal of more excellent individuals sharing and the main purpose of high species diversity in the entire population model. The individual similarity and the calculation of population diversity are defined as follows.
Definition 1: similarity among individuals, SAI: Quantitative descript the similarity between individual genes, and hamming distance is used to depict the similarity values.
Define the hamming distance between two individuals and is as follows:
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Among them, , = 1,2, ⋯ , and ≠ j , represents the input variable, represents the first symbols ("0" or "1") in the binary string of the -th input variables, is the length of binary string. Definition 2: population diversity, PD: Describe the diversity and universality of the individuals genetic in a population, which measured by the hamming distance between the individuals and the variance of fitness value.
The hamming distance between individuals in a population matrix of the:
The -th hamming distance of an individual in a population are as follows:
The hamming distance of populations is:
The average fitness of population is as follows:
The population fitness value variance as:
Among them, is the fitness value of the -th individual in the -th population, is the total number of individual in the population.
The diversity value of the -th population is:
The α(0 < α < 1) is the weighting parameters.
The Design of Fitness Function
The structure of fitness function is the most critical part of genetic algorithm [13, 14] , that is to design a standard to judge the pros and cons of a feasible solution. How to evaluate a test case (individual) under the guidelines of the data flow testing path coverage? The test case must be input into the program to execute and record coverage path. If so, according to the structural analysis for the data flow, the total number of paths is , and a test case t article covers testing path, so the fitness function of the test case can use the formula as follows:
The meaning of this formula is that a test case covers the more the number of testing paths its fitness value was greater, but the calculation of the fitness function completely ignores the influence of the branch predicate to the testing path. With different of the branch condition is taken the true value or the false value, the test path covered by the test cases is different. And that not considering the actual situation of the execution of the test cases, such as the influence of the change of the degree of competition between individuals on the test case execution. So this paper designed an improved calculation method of the individual fitness. This method not only considered the size of the coverage of test cases, but also the contribution of the branch conditions to the program execution is considered, and taken the influence of the change of outside pressure on the result of test case execution procedures into consideration. Now the analysis and the calculation of two factors are as follows:
(1) The instrumentation of branch function Program instrumentation is insert some probes (also known as the "instrument") into the program on the basis of keeping the original logic and integrity of the test program, and throwing program running characteristics of the data through the execution of the probe [15] . Through analyzing the characteristics of data, obtaining the data flow information of the program, and the dynamic information, such as logic coverage. Therefore, this paper considered the effect of branch conditions on the fitness function, the branch function as the probe method is used. Using this method to obtain the necessary coverage path information and the executive branch conditions information on the time to the test case drives the program executed.
Assuming that the program P gets the number of paths which need to be covered is after structural data flow analysis, and the number of paths which are already covered according to the article probe information is , the number of executed predicate is in − paths which are not covered after the test case driver the program execution, the branch function value of the -th branch is ( ), so the influence value of the branch conditions on the execution of a program for the test case is defined as follows:
2) The influence of external pressure Definition 3: external pressure, EP: Describe a degree of competition between individuals in a population, and measure it with population hamming distance and population quantity.
Individual living in a population, when the number of individuals is small and the population genetic diversity was not enough in a population, so the degree of competition between individual species is relatively small, the corresponding fitness value is lower. When the number of individuals is huge and the individual diversity of population is large in a population, the competition ability between individuals is relatively larger; the corresponding population individual fitness value is higher. Assuming that the outside pressure of the -th individual in the -th population is , its calculation formula is:
Among the formula, is the hamming distance of the -th individual in the -th population, which can be obtained by the formula (2) , is the hamming distance of the -th population, which can be obtained by the formula (3) , is the number of individuals in the -th population. This formula accords with the growth law of community in the nature.
Based on the previous analysis, we can get the individual fitness function of current population which is designed for:
Among the formula, is the weighting factor of the influence of coverage to the fitness function, is the weighting factor of the influence of the branch predicate to the fitness function, is the weighting factor of the influence of the external pressure on the fitness function, and + + = 1. After early research and many experiments, we have , , value with its own methods [17, 18] .
IPEA Implementation of the Algorithm
In this paper, Figure 3 Shows the Implementation of the Pseudo Code of IPEA:
Input：
Instrumented version ′ of the program to be tested P; List of det-use paths to be covered; In the IPEA, when to evaluate individual species to calculate the fitness value, three influenced factors are quantitative calculated according to the formula (7-9) respectively. When to replace individual species, there are two decision conditions.
1) The fitness value of the size of the comparison of individuals in the three populations after sorted;
The Experimental Simulation and Algorithm Evaluation
This paper uses 10 C language program as test object, part of the data and information from the present [7] .
This group program contains some widely used in the study of test case generation process, such as triangle classification, find the median value, calculate the value of and calculate the remainder and so on simple programs, other programs are comprehensive program of complex structure. Table 1 shows the details of these programs. In accordance with the requirements of the above 10 programs, every programs are structural analyzed and instrumented function respectively, and according to IPEA algorithm, classic genetic algorithm (GA), random search algorithm (RT) three test strategy to generate test cases. Finally, using ALL-DU-PATHS data flow testing standard criteria as cover standard, will the three algorithms in the coverage, genetic algebra, the convergence of the execution time and the size of test cases compared. In the set of genetic parameter, the crossover rate and mutation rate are assigned 0.8 and 0.15 respectively [7] . In order to maximize the test efficiency, testers need to select the appropriate values ( , , ) according to the actual situation of the program code. In this experiment, according to previous research results, take ( , , ) to (0.5, 0.3, 0.2) can achieve an ideal effect [18] .
(1) Coverage The coverage comparison results of the 10 tested programs with three test strategies as shown in Figure 4 :
From Figure 4 , when the genetic algebra is fixed, IPEA test strategy is higher than the other two in coverage, such as pro1, IPEA may reach 100% coverage, but correspondingly GA coverage rate is only 95.42%, while RT is only 89.79%. Therefore, IPEA algorithm's searching ability is stronger and the coverage is more advantage than the other two algorithms in our experiment. From Figure 5 , we can see that the size of test cases obtained through the IPEA algorithm in the 10 tested programs is less than the other two algorithms mostly. This means that under the condition of achieving the same test coverage, IPEA will be more save test cost and shorten the testing time. Thus it can be seen that IPEA algorithm has more advantages on test case size than the other two kinds of test strategy, and reduced the tester's test time in actual, improved the working efficiency. From Figure 6 , we can see that in the 10 tested program, most IPEA algorithm has less searching time than the other two algorithms, and saves the software testing time, shorten the software development cycle, saving the time for the release of the software costs.
(4) Iterations of the genetic The comparison results of iteration steps in 10 tested programs with three algorithms as shown in Figure 7 :
From Figure 7 , we can see that when the algorithm convergence, IPEA algorithm had fewer iterations compared with other two kinds of algorithm mostly in 10 programs. This means that the IPEA algorithm's searching ability is stronger, and is more close to the ideal test case set in the actual operation.
From the above the analysis of the results of four aspects we can see that the proposed improved evolutionary algorithm based on multiple populations IPEA, in our experiment simulation, compared with classic genetic algorithm (GA) and the random search algorithm (RT), IPEA has more advantages reflected in: have a higher coverage, can reduce the time to obtain the required test cases, can reduce the size of the test cases and reduce genetic algebra to obtain the required test cases. Therefore IPEA has the very high performance, also has a good practicability in practice.
Conclusions
This paper puts forward a kind of automatic test case generation technology based on improved evolutionary algorithm to meet the data flow testing standard. This technology is put forward based on the concept of multi-population, and our experiments show that the technology also has high practicability in practice. In the process of improving evolutionary algorithm, when considering the influence of the individual similarity in species and population diversity to automatically generate test cases, introducing the concept of multi-population; when considering the influence of the branch predicate path and the fitness function of the test, introducing the concept of branch function; Finally adding these factors to improve the fitness function, and give different weights factor to weight the distribution which influence and help the dynamic adaptive adjustment of test cases generation. Based on the above research, we finally design a comprehensive consideration of various aspects of the fitness evaluation function. Through the experimental simulation results of analysis, compared with other algorithms the improved evolutionary algorithm based on multi-population has the advantage of high whether in the coverage, or on the size of the test cases, or genetic algebra and search time and so on. In view of the above research results, we will do the deeper research of the algorithm, have the algorithm more practical in practice, at the same time considering the software defect detection [19] , introduces the concept of multi-objective algorithm, make the search more targeted, reducing search time, and study the genetic operator for adjusting the adaptive technology in order to achieve better testing results.
